FEATURING Q&A
Why Is Vaccine Rollout So Uneven in Latin America?

Latin America and Caribbean countries are seeing wide disparities in the percentage of people vaccinated against Covid-19.

**Q**
Approximately 39 percent of the population of Latin America and the Caribbean has been vaccinated against Covid-19, the director of the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) said Oct. 12. Countries including Chile and Uruguay have vaccinated more than 70 percent of their respective populations. However, Guatemala, Venezuela and Honduras—along with at least seven other countries—have fully vaccinated less than 25 percent. Why are so many countries lagging behind the regional average? What does the disparity in vaccination rates mean for the region's efforts to stop the spread of Covid-19? How is this affecting commercial and tourist relations between countries that have starkly different vaccination rates?

**A**
Erika Mouynes, Panama’s minister of foreign affairs:
"Vaccine inequality threatens to amplify the effects of the pandemic. If wealthy countries continue to buy disproportionate amounts of vaccines, up to seven or 10 times the needs of their populations until 2023, regions such as Latin America and the Caribbean—the hardest hit from the pandemic, with more casualties per capita than any other region—will not be able to recover. For countries left entirely dependent on donations to immunize their citizens, the future will be dark for years to come. We are approaching a very dangerous tipping point. There are purchase agreements that leave middle- and low-income countries with few options to timely access vaccines against the new virus. They have been left alone to their own diplomatic devices and wealthy countries’ welfare. Some countries have signed deals with the
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Spanish Court Allows Extradition of Ex-Venezuelan Official

Spain’s highest criminal court on Wednesday agreed to extradite a former Venezuelan intelligence chief to the United States, where he faces drug trafficking charges, The New York Times reported, citing a court statement. Hugo Carvajal, who was arrested in Madrid in September for the second time in less than three years, was a key figure in the Venezuelan government before breaking with President Nicolás Maduro in dramatic fashion. In 2019, he released a video accusing Maduro of running a corrupt dictatorship whose top officials were engaged in drug trafficking, the newspaper reported. The National Court said Carvajal cannot appeal the extradition order, adding that he could be sent to the United States at any time.

The ruling came just days after Colom Humberto Costa called “technical” reasons, Reuters reported. “We can’t run the risk of the report being thrown out by a judge because the characterization of the crimes was not precise,” said Costa. Brazil has more than 604,000 recorded deaths from Covid-19, the world’s second-highest death toll from the disease after the United States, which has more than 731,000, according to Johns Hopkins University. The report accuses Bolsonaro of promoting scientifically baseless remedies, disseminating misinformation about the disease and failing to acquire vaccines on time, the Financial Times reported. “The performance of the president and high-ranking members of the ministry of health, who could and should have acted in a timely manner, contributed to the increase in the risk of spreading the new coronavirus, a risk that has clearly become reality with the sad result of more than 600,000 Brazilians dead and more than 20 million infected,” the report read. It is unlikely Bolsonaro will actually be put on trial, however. The members of the Senate committee are to vote on the report next week, and it still could be altered before then. Brazilian Prosecutor General Augusto Aras, whom Bolsonaro appointed, and the lower chamber of Congress would also have to approve the charges in order for the case to proceed. The president’s office did not respond for a request for comment by the Financial Times, but Bolsonaro has denied wrongdoing and has called the commission’s investigation politically motivated.

Paris Club Gives Cuba Until Next Year for Debt Payment

Cuba and the so-called Paris Club of creditor nations have reached a deal to delay until next year an annual debt payment that was due this November, Reuters reported Wednesday, citing diplomats from five of the governments involved in the negotiations. A 2015 agreement between the Paris Club and the Cuban government forgave $8.5 billion of $11.1 billion in sovereign debt that the Communist-run country defaulted on in 1986, plus charges. Cuba agreed to repay the rest in annual installments through 2033. However, it only partially met its obligations in 2019 and defaulted on the payment due last year. The two parties reached the latest deal in June, the diplomats said, adding

Blinken Calls for Accountability During Visit to Colombia

Accountability for human rights abuses during Colombia’s decades-long conflict as well as in recent anti-government protests is “critically important” to preventing future abuses, U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken said during an official visit to Colombia on Wednesday, Reuters reported. “Ending impunity as we know it is also one of the best ways to prevent more abuses going forward,” Blinken said. He met with President Iván Duque ahead of talks with foreign ministers from across the region to discuss migration.

Petroperú to Return to Oil Production After Two Decades

Peruvian state oil firm Petroperú is preparing to begin extracting oil by the end of the year, the government said Wednesday, signaling the company’s return to oil production after more than two decades focused on oil refining, transportation, storage and sales, Reuters reported. Petroperú is slated to begin oil operations on Dec. 27 in a bid to supply the company’s Talara refinery. [Editor’s note: See related Q&A in the Aug. 27 issue of the Energy Advisor.]

Barbados Elects First President Ahead of Move to Republic Status

Barbados’ Parliament on Wednesday elected the country’s first president, Governor General Dame Sandra Mason, as it prepares to become a republic and remove Queen Elizabeth II as head of state, BBC News reported. Mason is to take office on Nov. 30, the 55th anniversary of Barbados’ independence from Britain. Mason secured the support of all members of the House of Assembly and all but one member of the Senate, the Jamaica Gleaner reported.
that it stipulates the resumption of payments in 2022 as well as an adjustment of the payment schedule. The sources requested anonymity to comment, and neither the Cuban government nor the Paris Club had a comment on the matter, the wire service reported. "Amending the 2015 arrangement is beneficial for both Cuba and the Paris Club," Pavel Vidal, former analyst in the monetary policy division at the Central Bank of Cuba, told the Advisor in a Q&A published June 16. "The Cuban government needs to complete its domestic monetary reform and maintain its commitment to debt payments. And the two things go hand in hand," Vidal added.

**BUSINESS NEWS**

**Brazil’s BTG Pactual Signs Exclusivity Deal With Nomura**

Brazilian investment bank BTG Pactual announced Wednesday that it had signed an exclusivity agreement with Nomura Asset Management U.K. Ltd., a subsidiary of Tokyo-based Nomura Asset Management. BTG Pactual said the agreement will help Nomura build its U.S. offshore UCITS distribution network. UCITS, or Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities, are investment funds that the European Union regulates. "BTG Pactual’s partnership is yet another initiative for strengthening the bank’s international fund portfolio," the Brazilian investment bank said in a statement. "We are very proud of our new collaboration with Nomura," said Ignacio Pedroza, the head of third-party distribution at BTG Pactual. "This partnership responds to the goal of offering the best international products to our clients and will enable U.S. offshore wealth managers to access best-in-class funds; value-generating products particularly suitable for private banks here in the U.S." Latin America's largest investment bank, BTG Pactual has more than $70 billion in assets under management as of last December. Nomura has $569 billion in assets under management as of June.
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Main vaccine suppliers that guarantee as many as eight doses per person. These are doses we all need; there is limited manufacturing capacity and limited supplies. No more vaccines will be available in the short term. If each country only buys what it needs for its population, our region could have the vaccines it needs, when it needs them. As the region hardest hit by the pandemic, Latin America must demand a seat at the table. If we don’t speak out with one voice, if we don’t call for these agreements to be reconsidered, we won’t get a fair and equitable vaccine redistribution for all regions in the world. It’s a matter of ethics. It’s a matter of humanity."

Alex Alarcón Hein, head of the global public health program at Universidad de Chile and executive secretary of Alianza Latinoamericana de Salud Global: “The group of lagging countries is just one of the consequences of the insufficient international cooperation in the Americas—without cooperation in health, there are no egalitarian responses. This lack of cooperation is also the product of weak health diplomacy, from which it became clear that each country sought the best alternatives within its political and economic options. A kind of ‘negotiating individualism’ has been observed in countries with the highest vaccination coverage, such as Chile and Uruguay, as a result of previous trade agreements. Nevertheless, this also contributed to the fact that some nearby countries were favored with small-scale donations to assist some countries that experienced delayed vaccination plans. The significant difference in vaccination rates in the region is an indicator of this lack of cooperation and diplomacy, and it accentuates health inequalities in access and coverage. At the same time, there is a false security in the countries with the highest vaccine coverage, as they believe that just by being vaccinated, Covid-19 disappears—nothing is further from reality. These differences, which certainly must be
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hoarded vaccines and opposed technology transfers and other strategies to increase the global production of Covid products, such as the WTO waiver; and excessive reliance on private pharmaceutical companies for the development and production of life-saving products. It is now obvious that these companies choose to satisfy the greed of a few over the lives and livelihoods of a large majority, even when receiving very large public subsidies.”

Arachu Castro, Samuel Z. Stone Chair of Public Health in Latin America at Tulane University: “The inequity behind the distribution of Covid-19 vaccines in Latin America and the Caribbean is largely explained by the type of participation in the Covax mechanism. As of Oct. 15, among the 10 countries that participate as donor-dependent countries—Bolivia, Dominica, El Salvador, Guyana, Grenada, Haiti, Honduras, Nicaragua, Saint Lucia, and Saint Vincent and the Grenadines—22 percent of the population is fully vaccinated. Coverage ranges from less than 1 percent in Haiti to 55 percent in El Salvador. However, among the self-financing participants in Covax—Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Jamaica, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay and Venezuela—43 percent of the population is fully vaccinated. Coverage ranges from 11 percent in Jamaica to 75 percent in Chile and Uruguay. Cuba, which did not participate in Covax and is the only country in the region that has developed its own vaccines, has fully vaccinated 69 percent of its population. The divide that this data reflects can undermine all efforts to bring the pandemic to an end in the entire region, where Covid-19 continues to have a devastating impact despite the deployment of vaccines.”

Núria Homedes, executive director of Salud y Fármacos: “Latin America and the Caribbean has 8.4 percent of the world’s population, and on Oct. 14 it registered almost 19 percent of the worldwide confirmed Covid-19 cases (45.4 million) and almost 35 percent of the deaths (1.5 million). Due to Covid-19, the region last year experienced a 7 percent economic contraction, reaching 15 percent in several tourism-dependent countries, and 22 million people became impoverished. Most governments responded swiftly and decisively with public health measures while eagerly waiting for an effective vaccine. The Latin American countries with financial means and technical capacity quickly engaged in bilateral agreements with vaccine producers, even before the WHO certified the vaccines for emergency use. The countries without purchasing power and/or the ability to negotiate reasonable contracts were left behind. There is no doubt that these large vaccine inequities represent a menace for the region: nobody is safe until everybody is safe, especially when economies are interdependent. This unsatisfactory response points to a broader multifactorial problem, including the lack of regional preparedness to respond to an epidemic; weak global and regional leadership in organizing global procurement; efficient and equitable distribution of vaccines, treatments and other supplies; weak health systems; the lack of solidarity of high-income countries that analyzed in great depth and with robust evidence, influence the perception of security in trade and tourism relations, as restrictions are still in force and mobility is far from reaching its pre-pandemic level. Regional coordination and governance, which have not been visible to date, are necessary for the health crisis. A hopeful vision would be to have en bloc responses from the region’s states to return together to a post-pandemic era that moves away from the current social and economic crises caused by Covid-19.”